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About the workshops
This document summarises the conversations and
activities that took place across 3 workshops that
engaged the ACT community in a conversation, each
focusing on a different aspect of the future of their
territory.
The following workshops were designed to provoke rich
conversation, inspire ideas, and create fresh thinking
about future directions, that could then feed in to the
ACT’s Planning Strategy Refresh:
Tuesday 14 August 2018
Workshop 1: Planning for a compact and efficient city
Wednesday 15 August 2018
Workshop 2: Planning for a diverse and sustainable
Canberra

The wider context
ACT Government will deliver the ACT Planning Strategy Refresh
in December 2018. Being a refresh, existing policy forms a
foundation for future plans, and the refresh will review these and
evolve and adapt them so that they continue to reflect both
emerging priorities and community input.
Traditionally Government has sought to engage community in the
planning process by publishing draft papers and seeking written
response via public submissions.
This project seeks to engage community through an innovative
engagement model. The model is intended to educate, inform and
listen to the voice of the community in meaningful discussions,
using human-centered and co-design principles.
The 2018 ACT Planning Strategy Refresh seeks to unpack
community knowledge, expectation and drivers to shape the
Territory’s long-term vision.

Thursday 16 August 2018
Workshop 3: Planning for a liveable Canberra
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Who Participated?

What we talked about

Creating the right transport
and connection
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Workshops

90

What’s the community thinks is most important to consider

• Getting our future transport
right

A compact,
efficient city

Community
participants

• Being well-connected

ACT Gov’t
representatives

Being green and sustainable
• Sustaining and valuing the
bush capital

• Conservation
Planning for a diverse,
sustainable Canberra

A liveable city

• Increasing density

• Public amenity

• Careful consideration of
greenfields vs infill and
integration with the region

• Walkability

• Housing diversity

• Climate change response
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Growing right

• Sustainable development –
precinct and dwelling level

• Designing for social
equity

• Optimising land use mix
• Ensuring good design
Economy
• Fostering a vibrant economy
• Creating thriving centres
• Designing access to
employment
• Innovation

Planning for a
liveable Canberra

• Creating community

Enabling good planning
• Good policy design and
long term thinking
• Community co-design

A snapshot of the big conversation themes

Increase density, but make
sure it is done well, and that
amenities, walkability,
character and greenspace are
built in. We want vibrant town
centres.
Make sure that new
developments are carefully
planned, well-designed,
connected, are attached to a
thriving town centre, and are
built with equity (e.g.
economic, age) in mind.

Be careful with greenfield
development – reduce sprawl,
and think about opportunities
beyond the borders and better
regional collaboration. Take
on the challenge of transport,
and widen what’s possible by
taking a regional approach.
Review land uses – need the
right mixes in the right places,
and to leverage natural
advantages (e.g. transport
routes, specialties). Create
opportunities for
STEM/technology industry
and for local employment.

Canberra should be…

Protect the core values of
Canberra as a liveable Bush
Capital
Design transport that is
sustainable, accessible and
gives options.
Create connections and
community.
Put sustainability front and
centre – drive sustainable
precincts, dwellings, transport
and economies. Support this
with better policy planning,
community co-design, and a
long-term vision for the city.

“

Human-scale
“can live here
without a car”
Forward
thinking jobs
and services

Friendly, with
people who
talk to one
another

Well
connected
Has ‘living
streets’ with
food forests

Respecting existing
character, whilst
increasing
efficiencies within
our neighbourhood
and community

True
diversity o
housing
Community
amenity and
green space

Bustling
Inviting
innovation
An exemplar
city

01 Factors we
need to consider
What are the factors that need to be
considered when we are thinking about
how the ACT develops in the future?
For each factor, what is one aspiration
you have, and what is one concern you
have?
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Sustainable homes
Sustainable
development

Factors at a glance…
Sustainability in
action, not in words

Dev’ing resilience to
changing climate

Net zero (or better)
development standards
Construction standards for
energy efficiency (solar,
double glazing etc.)

Canberra as a centre for
jobs and growth
Employment –
polycentric vs.
Coordination of land
civic-focussed?
use planning and
employment
locations
Land use
Commercial
Density
encroachment on
Mixed density
streetscape with high
density

Climate change

Ecological protection
Environmental sustainability/
and enhancement
conservation of Canberra’s environment
Development works
Access to the ‘wild’ around the land

Climate change/warming

Heat sink

Ensure what we plan for and
build in future is sustainable

Economic and
emplolyment

Bush capital

Green
Loss of green spaces/
infrastructure
Bush capital/planning for
Conservation
a mix of land use to
Innovation
Footpaths
Decentralisation
Housing
include community use
Canberra as the nation’s
Housing affordability
diversity
Trees in est’ed
Living
Walkability Walkability
capital strives to lead through
new suburbs
infrastructure
Diverse housing
‘innovative’ ideas
Walkable/ public transport
Affordability
Housing choice
Housing options
friendly city
Density near
Autonomous vehicles
Housing choice
transport routes
Housing diversity
Light rail use

Connectivity

Urban footprint +
transport connectivity

20 years free electric buses
When designing a new suburb think of
public infrastructure first and plan with
sustainability in mind
Urban hierarchy
Social amenity
Public spaces and
open spaces

Public amenity
Amenities

Community building
Creating
community

Quality over quantity
of public space

Connections
between people

My neighbourhood

Balance of housing/amenity
environment aspect

Transport future

Transport

Transit / Transport
Modern public transport

Transit Equity/ Transport poverty

Transport in the region

Connectivity
and equity

Effective working
Pub. transport to town centres.
relationships
Catchment clarity, Access to jobs,
service, comm’ty facilities
Increase in population and
expansion across borders
No further
developments
Location? Gov or Private?
Need good
Community use? Size?
Macro design
design
Greenfield development must
Location of infill and
factor in all costs including for
quality of design
infrastructure provision
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Factors identified in workshop 1:
Planning for a compact, efficient city
Canberra will need approximately 100,000 new
dwellings to accommodate approximately 168,700
people between 2018 and 2041. What are the
factors we need to consider to accommodate this
growth?

Factor

Aspiration

Concern

Location of infill
and quality of
design

Infill in areas proximate to
employment, retail and other
services, High quality building
design that meets residents and
community needs and aspirations

Low quality building design in
inappropriate locations destroys
community trust and support of
infill development

Transit /
Transport

•

Recent poor outcomes:
• Flemington Road
• John Gorton Drive
• People living in low quality
environments where access
to transport is considered
“amenity”

•

Infill

Transit oriented design
outcomes
Density in appropriate locations
with higher amenity

Housing
diversity

Provide a balanced mix of highmedium density options close to
social and entertainment hubs

Limited diversity pushes people
wanting medium density away
from town centres

Green
infrastructure

Maintain and enhance tree canopy
for amenity and habitat

Loss of backyards. Small lots =
no room for large trees. Loss of
range of native and flowering
vegetation for birds and bees
• Need urban ecosystem
• Human mental health

Loss of green
spaces/ Bush
capital

To have tighter legislation and
adequate planning that will stop
the exploitation of existing
communities (urban tracking).

Market-driven intensification
has in many places permitted
fracturing and ransacking of
urban value and amenity, and
of human wellbeing by
development capital that has
worn the thin robe of legitimacy
provided by the compact city
ideal
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What happened in workshop 1:
Planning for a compact, efficient city
Continued…

Greenfields

Factor

Aspiration

Concern

Density near
transport routes

More housing diversity and quality
on all major transport routes

We must ensure high quality
and amenity in key parts of the
city. Particularly of public realm
and active travel connections

Need good
design

Need modern, well designed city.
Small footprint, tall buildings with
good green space
between/around buildings i.e.
Singapore

Poor design looking at each
development in isolation not at
the whole area. Needs to
consider big picture/ overall
design

Planning for a
mix of land use
to include
community use

Solar access, mixed build-heights,
good design, open space for
public spaces, sites for community
facilities, connectivity of cycle
paths

Becoming a dingy, high-rise
concrete jungle with very little
open space and community
facilities

Factor

Aspiration

Concern

Employment –
polycentric vs.
civic-focussed?

Sufficient number and diversity of
employers in Town Centres –
compact and efficient: live and
work

Most employment is centred
around civic and people are
living further and further afield

Construction
standards for
energy
efficiency (solar,
double glazing
etc.)

Sustainable homes that are cheap
to run – people have cash left over
for leisure/feed into local economy

Developers build crappy homes
to flip for profit

Greenfield
development
must factor in
all costs
including for
infrastructure
provision

All costs of Greenfield adequately
considered including cost of living
for future residents

Cost of living, affordable
housing distanced from
services, employment, public
transport not affordable
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What happened in workshop 1:
Planning for a compact, efficient city
Continued…

Factor

Aspiration

Concern

Quality over
quantity of
public space

Use qualitative measures for
public space rather than
quantitative

More open space is not
necessarily a good thing

Mixed density

Socio economic mix

Too high a % of single swelling
sites

When designing
a new suburb
think of public
infrastructure
first and plan
with
sustainability in
mind

Plan for a sustainable suburb.
Plan for public infrastructure,
solar, high EER standards,
community gardens, public
housing/ MUD’s development

Do no place developers over
community interests!

Development
works around
the land

•

•
•
•
•
•

Transport

Effective and efficient transport
options for citizens

Ovals sold for –
shops/carparks.
• Inappropriate development
• Sprawl!

Location? Gov
or Private?
Community
use? Size?

Close to public transport, mix of
housing types, Gov services

Cost of living, affordable
housing distanced from
services, employment, public
transport not affordable

•
•
•

Smaller lots and more shared
space (Gardens)
Something sustainable
Agrarian Urbanism
Maintaining connection to the
land

Intrusion into environment
Expense of infrastructure
Loss of arable land
Traffic congestion
Social equity
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What happened in workshop 2:
Planning for a compact, efficient city

Factor

Aspiration

Concern

Housing options

Growing Canberra by providing
more housing options, better
public services/facilities,

It may be more car dependent,
might create more isolated
suburbs, may build more traffic
on our roads.

Decentralisation

Growing our city (CBD and
metropolitan areas) in ways that
decentralise clusters, congestion
and traffic

Natural tendency to gravitate
towards central locations.

Sustainability in
action, not in
words

Growth needs to be sustainable
and in steps aligned with needs of
community. Built to passive house
standards and retrofit existing
housing stock to at least EER 6
standards

How big do we want to grow?
What constitutes a ‘liveable
city’. How to improve standards
and comfort levels and reduce
emissions (heating / cooling)

Increase in
population and
expansion
across borders

Provide affordable housing
options for people in the ACT and
region.

Growth in population and need
for housing cant be met within
the ACT boundaries – resulting
in expansion into NSW which
requires cooperation and
planning with NSW local and
state agencies.

Affordability

to provide a range of affordable
housing options to encourage the
right type of growth in the right
areas

Planning rules and economic
drivers lead to poor and
expensive outcomes.

Growth
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What happened in workshop 2:
Planning for a compact, efficient city

Diversity and sustainability

Factor

Aspiration

Concern

Housing
affordability

Every person able to have their
own place.

Land prices/ transport access

Housing choice

Providing genuine opportunities
for a range of housing types
(including those provided outside
the ACT)

Natural tendency to gravitate
towards central locations.

Living
infrastructure

Blue-green assess incorporated
into the design of areas

The ACT wants to promote
housing growth in the ACT, as
opposed to surrounding areas.

Environmental
sustainability/
conservation of
Canberra’s
environment

A reversal of biodiversity loss in
the ACT. Integration of a native
natural environment into the urban
structure.

Environmental protections will
operate in ways that limit and
constrain growth

Net zero (or
better)
development
standards

The city creates a wealth of enegy
and creative ideas to push largerscale solutions further.

It is hard and unfamiliar territory
and may have short terms
impact on profitability

Ecological
protection and
enhancement

ACT’s rare and critical species
and habitats are valued, protected
and enhanced and enjoyed by
local communities..

Inappropriate development
threatens, degrades or destroys
existing habitats and the
resilience of species. .
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What happened in workshop 2:
Planning for a compact, efficient city

Factor

Aspiration

Concern

Transport in the
region

to provide efficient and effective
transport between regional
residential areas and Canberra
employment centres

This causes economic,
environmental and capacity
bottlenecks

Canberra as the
nation’s capital
strives to lead
through
‘innovative’
ideas

That Canberra incorporates
emerging global sustainability
priorities in its development

That the city focuses on being a
nation’s leader, and forgets
about its responsibilities to its
citizens as a city in itself

Coordination of
land use
planning and
employment
locations

a prosperous region

Three governments are to work
together NSW, ACT and Feds

Canberra as a
centre for jobs
and growth

Canberra’s economy to grow and
provide jobs in the ACT and to
commuters from NSW

Public transport connections to
centres where jobs are located
need to be accessible and
affordable

Effective
working
relationships

to reduce the effect of geo political
boundaries which compromises
some outcomes e.g. best use of
land for conservation

’Self-interest’ still pervades
decisions on ‘best practice’ in
the region.

Canberra and the region
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What happened in workshop 3:
Planning for a liveable city

Liveability

Factor

Aspiration

Concern

Urban hierarchy

Person belongs to a district where
they have access to jobs,
services, community facilities

Some districts do not meet the needs of
community (Gungahlin lacks jobs,
Woden lacks community facilities)

Diverse housing

More townhouses w garden space

There is a lack of good design

Social amenity

To provide a diverse mix of social
meeting places (cafes,
restaurants, green/blue spaces,
etc.) in local neighbourhood
environ’s to enhance liveability

Economic or market factors limit or
remove these spaces

Balance of
housing/amenity
environment
aspect

Better planning and design
leading to better amenity,
healthier residents, consider
social/mental environmental

Economies rule and short term views

Transit Equity/
Transport
poverty

Infrastructure must be safe for
everyone, not just those with the
means to afford a car

No Aus. Gov. has demonstrated
genuine ambition to improve
walking/cycling, safety and
convenience

Housing choice

Need to allow more dual
occupancies in established
suburbs with large blocks

Much RZZ development is unattractive
and too high density. Doesn’t solve
problem for people wishing to downsize
in same area

Connections
between people

Canberrans feel they belong – in
their neighbourhood, their
street/block and town

We need cohesive and compassionate
communities – urban form can help
create or it can undermine that at
neighbourhood level

Access to the
‘wild’

Everyone has close walkable
access to natural looking places w
freedom from human structures

Green spaces are reduced or overly
cultivated. Reduces benefit to mental
health, biophilia + habitat for wildlife

Walkable/ public
transport
friendly city

Take light rail/ bus and walk
everywhere

New suburbs and residential areas
prioritising cars/roads over footpaths
and bus stops

No further
developments

Utilise empty houses, buildings,
convert to solar

Any further developments destroying
bush capital that attracted people
here
14

What happened in workshop 3:
Planning for a liveable city

Sustainability

Factor

Aspiration

Concern

Trees in est’ed
new suburbs

Need to allow adequate room for sheet
trees and trees in parks

Not enough room for trees in new
suburbs

Urban footprint +
transport
connectivity

Provide a fast public transport system
connecting town centres, group centres
and local centres

That new developments mainly cater for
cars

Dev’ing
resilience to
changing climate

through innovation/good design, plan
buildings, env. and resource mgm’t to
meet the climate challenge

We plan for near future challenges, not
long-term

Autonomous
vehicles

Enhance public transport and active
transport door to door. No park and
ride

legislate for autonomous cars, avoid 2nd
generation motorcar sprawl

Climate
change/warming

•

•
•
•

•

Standards that respond to
environmental change
Adaptability of design

Business as usual
Excessive waste
Suburbs that grow irresponsible

Heat sink

More shade on roads from large trees

Verges are not being designed with
space for large trees

Sustainable
homes

personal ability to take sustainable
actions e.g. solar panels, food growing,
energy efficiency, waste mgmt

Neighbourhood design e.g. small yards
without active common spaces, do not
allow for personal agency in
sustainability

Ensure what we
plan for and build
in future is
sustainable

Good design to ensure sustainability,
but must be looked at/checked to see if
built to code- ensure balance of
greenery around buildings

•
•

Amenities

to have enough amenities (well funded)
to support a growing population.
• Amenities first, residences second

That there will be a drain on existing
amenities without more being supplied
funded

Community
building

Nice places to meet to build strong and
resilient communities

A lack of recreation/community facilities
in Woden for people to meet and get to
know each other – leads to social

My
neighbourhood

That it retain walkability, mix of
businesses, housing and public
housing

Social Engineering is driving up land
prices /reducing housing/business
mix
15

Some builders build cheaply
Don’t want concrete jungle

What happened in workshop 3:
Planning for a liveable city

Accessibility

Factor

Aspiration

Concern

Trees in est’ed
new suburbs

Need to allow adequate room for
sheet trees and trees in parks

Not enough room for trees in new
suburbs

Walkability

Canberrans should not be “lucky” to
find a suitable housing solution
where a car is not necessary

Retrofitting Canberra will be expensive
and require genuine political will

Connectivity

Native habitat and human spaces
are connected in resilient networks
with easy active access

Wildlife and plants and people have
barriers to accessing services e.g. open
spaces, food, water

Pub. transport to
town centres.
Catchment clarity,
Access to jobs,
service, comm’ty
facilities

1 bus ride to town centre or group
centre. A sense of belonging to a
district

Residents will need to take 2 buses to
their town centre. Catchments are not
clear – Molonglo residents, which is their
town centre?

Commercial
encroachment on
streetscape with
high density

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Public spaces and
open spaces

Better use of existing public open
spaces and green spaces
• Access to green space
• Increase users diversity

Over development of open space

Modern public
transport

We use modern, autonomous and
self guided public transport not 19th
Century fixed light rail

Spending too much on obsolete light rail
technology will undermine future option
for better accessibility

Light rail use

Like NYC subway, create rules to
allow pets onboard

Range of and volume of rail users

Footpaths

Need to have good footpaths along
main routes for walking to bus stops,
shops, schools

Footpaths (even if provided are not well
maintained, often not well-lit, and don’t
have enough shade in summer

20 years free
electric buses

Flying cars already running to
replace light rail

Decreasing/ cutting bus services in
suburbs, light rail - waste of tax payers
16
money, causing more crashes

Active town centre
Street frontage
Warm/green streets/Walkability
More shared spaces

Buildings to edge of blocks
Cement/hard surfaces
Car priority

02 Strategic Questions
How should we grow?
How should we tackle the big
opportunities and barriers to the ACT
we would prefer to live in in the future?
What are your thoughts on these
topics: Greenfields development, usage
mix, residential spread, relationship
between Canberra and surrounding
areas, location of industry, technology,
retail etc, diversity in services/areas/
character/housing/people, green
infrastructure, urban living, amenities,
compact city, moving to net zero
emissions, lowering urban footprint?
Visualise it on a map.

thinkplaceglobal.com
ACT Planning | Conversation Tracker

4 September 2018
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Infill and greenfield development

“

Infill
 Infill = vibrant town centres,
connected, walkable city centre
 Dispersed employment hubs, infill to
deliver compact city
 More tightly controlled RZ1 & RZ2 &
CZ2
 Maintaining garden city integrity
 Bring back the corner shop
Greenfield
 We won’t stop sprawl so manage
what that looks like

 Recognise the region
 Mixed dwellings
 Utilise light agricultural areas for
economic / employment opportunities
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“

 Where there is height there must be
amenity
 Take streets back from the engineers,
give road reserves back to pedestrians
and cyclists
 Meaningful, well maintained space, not
large space
 Improve amenity where you increase
density
 Put developer funds back into
community
 Put a $ value on streetscape and on
green infrastructure
 Give us character, maintain integrity,
and character of space when you’re
building

thinkplaceglobal.com
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“

 Focus on activity centres
 Have greenfield wherever, but remember
basic services and infrastructure needs
 Needs to be well designed and attached to a
town centre for jobs/economy/transport links
 Park and rides everywhere, one bus to the
town centre
 Town centres should have jobs, thriving small
businesses, public space, bike paths,
community centre, sports grounds/pools,
playgrounds, cafes, etc.
 Maintain plot ratio for deep-rooted trees
 Mixed dwellings and mixed building height,
but in public spaces have the building height
at a human scale

thinkplaceglobal.com
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“

Infill
 Town centres – focus growth here, focus
on what’s committed with light rail,
support the centres and create new ones

 Build EPIC up
 How to do growth: access to environment
versus need for private green space
Greenfield
 Understand it’s wanted and needed, but
don’t know where it should go
 Draft Stromlo Masterplan will just result in
congestion from Majura and Caswell
 Needs appropriate infrastructure and
transport
 Social equity for housing / transport,
reducing car dependency where possible,
enabling retail access

thinkplaceglobal.com
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“

 More infill

 Housing to cater for all stages of life
 Needs to go hand-in-hand with amenity

 Kangaroo rehabilitation centre
 Look at future generations and how
we’re growing, invest in previously
undesirable areas (due to commute
length) to accommodate changing views
on distance versus space
 Promote benefits of other areas

thinkplaceglobal.com
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On growth


Consider where is the transport/linkages to services



Need to take stock of what is already out there housing-wise,
map availability, identify how much need is catered for and what
the gap is, what is really needed, what types of housing do
people want and what style of living do new Canberrans expect?



We need to churn what we’ve already got, maximise what we
already have, providing opportunities for downsizing



Zoom in to identify opportunities for infill, and zoom out beyond
the borders to locate greenfield sites



Utilise the region better, support telecommuting



Complement, don’t compete with the region



Acknowledge that change has to happen in our backyard too



Protectionism is important; protect what Canberra has (bush
capital reputation)



Need to respect the historic side of Canberra



We can have density and green space



Public transport links are important



Airport has great potential, but not as residential



Don’t want greenfield



Look at current footprint first, work with NSW, THEN grow to
Greenfield
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On Canberra and the region
 Growth is spreading and can’t be stopped, it brings opportunity
for more diverse community, greater choice of options

 Focus on STEM / high-tech industry

 Governance needs to allow growth to spread across the border

 Cross-border: existing MOUs and collaborative forums exist (i.e
Canberra Region Joint Organisation, cross-border commissioner),
but need to make sure MOUs are supported by actions that
actually happen

 Canberra already has a strong employment hub, we need to
diversify our centres

 Residential growth outside ACT will keep happening, but it is not
matched by employment

 Transport is a major challenge

 Need greater regional collaboration, not just MOUs
 Need more regulatory freedoms
 Need to review our land uses
 Where is the best place for industry?
 Mixed use and co-location is great where appropriate
 Don’t compete, complement
 Enhance regional specialities, such as waste solutions
 Take advantage of transport routes
 Let the community say what the appropriate use for the
community should be

 The ACT has to supply employment, and this has transport and
lifestyle implications
 ACT will provide higher order services (health, education) and this
won’t change
 Wider region offers things ACT can’t supply: wind farm, solar,
quarries, waste
 Borderless tourism – let’s transpose that attitude to other
functions
 Queanbeyan is a sister city, has its own employment centre
 Political will to improve cross-border services and relationships is
there
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On diversity and sustainability
 Sustainability is front of centre
 Better precinct planning: rooftop gardens, roofs for solar, etc.
 Walkability, bike routes, core planning
 Will the infrastructure be used, affordability of housing
 Stop prioritising private vehicle, get the city to participate in
greening activities

 Avoid Government silos and duplication of work/policy
 Consider how policies will be implemented
 Better collaboration between Government and the community
 Targeted consultation to include all elements of the community
 Long-term vision – 20 years not 4
 Limit transport, protect the environment

 Help people make their dwellings more sustainable

 High quality compact urban development that consider mobility

 What can we do with what we already have?

 Access to transport

 Consider a circular economy, more recycling, NoWaste

 Range of transport options
 Connections to the community

 Release land as places not sites/plots, and have criteria for
release (not just money)

 Review plot ratios, green space/landscaping requirements

 Use precinct code first

 Town centres: build vitality, maintain character

 Energy efficiency measured for renters

 Finalise Climate Change strategy

 ‘Future-proof’ Canberra

 Reduce urban sprawl – assess what we have first
 Long term policies needed for continuity
 Educate our children to build sustainability into the future
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On liveability

“

We were surprised by…
The issues becoming more focussed by end of rotation. We feel that we
need to ‘unfocused’ or loosen them back up as too much specification is
making the comments a bit generic (e.g. discussions of liveable green
spaces and waterways -> Sullivan Creek focus only)
Specific ideas evolved into general ideas (e.g. planning for mixed use areas
in town centres -> high level enhancing traditional neighbourhood design)
At the comments on the planning hierarchy and willingness for community
involvement
How Character is presented– needs to acknowledge that character will
emerge (new areas) or evolve (established areas); everyone has a different
definition of character (e.g. heritage, community, roof pitch & design)
The themes of liveable amenity at the local centres e.g. different kinds of
green spaces, accessible transport, local employment etc
Policy and regulation for implementation, e.g. precinct plan - building in
flexibility
Meaningful and timely community consultation
It confirmed….
The idea of density for a purpose – supporting vibrancy and economic
viability

Take home message is– “if we get neighbourhoods
right then it will be liveable”
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On accessibility

“

We were surprised by…
“If you build it they will come” – attractive destinations in a neighbourhood are
more likely to be used by active travel than drive car
I don’t understand what population is needed to sustain a neighbourhood,
changing demographics and why there is no equilibrium in a suburb’s population
(eg when there are kids and no kids)
Character of local centres - focus on what is relatable in changing suburbs,
viability and role of centres without a supermarket evolving and still have a
purpose as local meeting places Minimal talk of cycling – lots on walkability
No discussion of town centre youth facilities and activities
Lots of agreement on amenity, streetscapes, active travel, quality of public realm
Human scale – Canberra designed for the car, how to change for walking and
cycling?
It confirmed….
Equity issues for public transport access – those in most need are few in number
and are not prioritised
What would draw us to active travel? Safety, pleasure and logistics
Town centres as flexibility hubs/employment hubs
“this is Jane Jacobs 101”
Human approach – “free-range

humans”

Scary scenario posed…what

would you do if your toddler was
running away up a driveway? – think about creating a
living environment where this was not a concern
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On sustainability and resilience

“

We were surprised by…
Focus on housing choice, mixed density, building footprint
Lack of focus on sustainability – the word ‘green’ used a lot but doesn’t
necessarily mean sustainable outcomes nor is it the not only solution
It confirmed….
Public funding and policy framework needed for new measures and for
maintaining new measures
Architectural design – incorporate landscape design
Bush capital – respect and value
Better utilise Canberra’s resources, including using empty houses rather than
building new ones
Connectivity and safety
Need for further consideration ….
Lessons from overseas apply in Canberra
Tree protection in public areas expand
Quantify benefits of green infrastructure – find

ways to give
economic value of how green spaces lay a role and
build into planning for both traditional and new
infrastructure (build on knowledge about health and
well-being benefits access to green spaces)
“Don’t put public interest in private hands for sustainability” – not best
outcomes delivered
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03 In summary…
Describe, in a word or two, the
Canberra you would like to see in the
future, for each topic…

thinkplaceglobal.com

My future neighbourhood is:
Attendees were asked to comment on their vision for the future neighborhoods of Canberra;

More compact

Accessible

Well connected

Better quality

Tells a story of early
Canberra and its
history

Within established
landscapes that makes
walking more enjoyable

Well integrated

Is walkable
Human-scale

Has ‘living streets’
with food forests

Inviting innovation
Future focussed

Bustling

Renewable

Friendly, with
people who talk to
one another
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A future compact and efficient Canberra is/has:
Attendees were asked to share their thoughts on what a compact and efficient city is.

Good connectivity

Transport
options

“can live here
without a car”

Social cohesion
Future-proof

Variety of scale
Equality/access to jobs,
transport, housing etc.

Adaptive
Thriving

Exemplar City

Respecting existing
character, whilst
increasing
efficiencies within our
neighbourhood and
community

Good infrastructure
(E.g. NBN)
Forward thinking
jobs and
services

Vibrant centres

Housing choice and
affordability
Community amenity and
green space

True diversity of
housing
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